INSTRUCTIONS
The Kapture Group STITCHING BACK is designed to be used as a standard sliding back or a two or three position stitching
back. It accepts Classic V and H Hasselblad, Mamiya 645AFD or Contax 645 digital backs. The stitching back attaches to
your view camera via camera specific adapter plates. The drop-in adapter plate for your digital back may be inserted vertically
or horizontally for portrait or landscape orientation. To insert or remove the drop-in insert, pull on the spring loaded release
lever shown below. Note: It is easier to attach your digital back to the drop-in adapter plate first and then attach the drop-in
plate to the sliding back in the desired orientation, portrait or landscape. The selector
knob shown below can be rotated only when the back is in the viewing position.
There are 3 stitching options plus a portrait and landscape non-stitching option.
The 4 positions selector knob needs to be rotated to its corresponding colored dot.
(see masking chart)
2 red dots are landscape landscape
2 white dots are portrait portrait
3 yellow dots are portrait portrait portrait
The selector knob has four positions with a blue dot for non-stitching that must line up
with the center yellow dot on top.
To begin, first slide the plate fully left into the viewing or composing position. While in
the viewing position compose your shot using any of the framing options shown in the
masking chart. To capture 2 or 3 images for stitching, first make sure the selector knob
is in the correct stitching position. Then slide the digital back to the right until the first
colored dot’s detent engages. Make your first exposure and slide the back to the next
corresponding colored dot and make your second exposure. Engage the third colored
detent if you are making a third exposure in the portrait, portrait, portrait mode.
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Please note: For added saftey a locking set-screw locks the drop-in insert to the sliding
back. Use an .050 allen wrench to lightly snug the set-screw into place.
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